
 

Bats Europe: Periodic Auctions - Minimum Acceptable Quantity 
(MAQ), available from Fri 21st October 2016 

Overview 

Bats Europe (Bats) is pleased to confirm that Minimum Acceptable Quantity (MAQ) will be supported 

on Periodic Auctions books, effective Friday 21st Oct 2016.  

This new feature provides Participants control over the minimum total execution size of their order 

by utilising MinQty (tag 110) on orders routed to the Periodic Auction book (9303=BP). 

 Orders designated as MAQ will not execute unless the minimum quantity or greater can be 
fulfilled. 

 MAQ functionality adds to the Periodic Auctions book’s existing Minimum Order Entry Size 
restriction of €3,000. Both features are designed to ensure Participants can trade with 
confidence at an increased size with minimal market impact.  

 Orders are allocated on a price/size basis and only executed at or within the European Best 
Bid and Offer (EBBO) to ensure orderly markets and provide certainty around execution 
price range. 
 

Existing MES/MAQ Port Settings 

Please note that if a MinQty (tag 110) value is specified on an order routed to the Periodic Auction 

Book (9303=BP), then for that order, Minimum Acceptable Quantity (MAQ) behaviour will override 

any port specific Minimum Executable Size (MES) behaviour. 

The following documentation is available on the website to assist Participants in their readiness for 

Production: 

Documentation 

Periodic Auctions Guidance Note 

Periodic Auctions Factsheet 

Frequently Asked Questions 

FIX specification 

BOE specification 

 

 

 

 

http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/participant_resources/BCE-GuidanceNote_Periodic_Auctions_Final.pdf
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/participant_resources/BATSEuro_PeriodicAuctions.pdf
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/participant_resources/BATSEuro_PeriodicAuctionsFAQ.pdf
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/participant_resources/BATS_Europe_FIX_Specification.pdf
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/participant_resources/BATS_Europe_BOE2_Specification.pdf


Testing 

MAQ functionality in the Periodic Auction book is available for testing in the Bats (BXE) Certification 

environment with immediate effect. Bats is actively generating Periodic Auction order flow in a 

subset of symbols listed below: 

ABEe,ACAp,AFp,AIRp,CAIv,CBKDe,DOCv,EDFp,ENGIp,ENIm,FMEd,FPp,KTCGv,O2Cd,POPDe,RECm,R

WE3d,SABl,SANe,SHPl,SKABs,SSEl,SUBCo,TSCOl,VODl,WPPl 

Please contact the Trade Desk or your Account Manager if you have any questions. We appreciate 

your continued support of Bats Europe and look forward to earning more of your business. 

All current and historical Bats Europe notices, including symbol universe updates, are available 

online at www.batstrading.co.uk/alerts. 

Trade Desk 

Bats Europe ... Making Markets Better 

P: +44.207.012.8901 

E: TradeDeskEU@bats.com 

www.batstrading.co.uk 

* BATS Trading Limited is a Recognised Investment Exchange regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
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